President Abdulla Yameen Abdul
Gayoom’s first term in office
(2013-2018) has seen the
Maldives successfully address
the plethora of obstacles that
hindered the country’s pace of
socio-economic development.
The patient-perseverance
and hurdles-overcome,
in the face of local and
international skepticism
and even active resistance,
in maintaining the country’s focus
on nation building has rekindled
a new sense of patriotism
and national pride among
the citizenry.

Unprecedented infrastructure

while upholding the Islamic principles;

development, multiples increases

the pride of this nation; and protecting

in per capita GDP, advancements

our independence, sovereignty

in the educational and health sectors

and rich cultural heritage.

and the unity and contentment
of the general public - all bear

The task at hand is too difficult,

witness to carefully articulated

a challenge and important

macroeconomic agendas skillfully

a responsibility to be passed

implemented through instruments

on to a newcomer. A novice with

of fiscal policy under President

no experience, wisdom or foresight.

Yameen’s visionary guidance.

It is not the time to risk Maldives’ future
with experimentation. It is the time

The peoples’ bar of expectations for

for the only man with a proven track

the future is higher than ever before.

record. It is the time for President

The country is poised for another paradigm

Abdulla Yameen Abdul Gayoom to take

shift in its socio-economic landscape.

the Maldives from strength to strength,

President Yameen is ready to serve,

to where progress is shared.

to take our beloved country beyond
the peoples’ expectations yet again-

Aisha's Story
I remember the time when I had to stay with my

"

aunt in Hulhumale’ in 2012, as Mamma had to go to
India to see a doctor. I remember coming to Male’
with my aunt and cousin Hassan during those days.
There were always loud crowds protesting on the

play outdoors in the parks in peace, without

streets. I remember how frightened I was. One day

fear of crowds. I want my daughter to grow

we had to go back home, as many of the shops were

up as someone who respects others with

closed because of the protests.

a love for Islam and for our country.
As I walk down the street I am happy Dhombe
is able to join us in his wheelchair. He got it

I want her to be able to choose her course

three years ago. But the sad thing is that he

of education and have the opportunity to

is not at home all day with me anymore. He

pursue higher education. I want her to acquire

got a job. The good thing is that he gets a

modern skills and for her to be able to navigate

salary now and I get a lot of presents from
I remember missing my Dhombe

I want a peaceful atmosphere for Aisha

as she grows up. I want her to be able to

him. It makes him very proud. I like it.

herself in today’s world of technology.

during those days. If I was at
home in Alifushi, I would have
been with him. I remember that
after getting the highest grades at
the o’level tests from our island,
he stayed home all day in his chair
or bed and spent a lot of time with
me everyday. I knew Dhombe was
unable to walk, because although
he was much older than me, he
had to be moved from one place
to another by Mamma or Bappa.

Two weeks ago, when Mamma told me she
had to see a doctor for her heart illness,
and that we have to go to Male’, I was
frightened that Mamma was going to leave me
in Hulhumale’ with my aunt again. I was so
happy when Mamma said that now there are
heart doctors in Male’ and that she doesn’t
need to go to India anymore. The trip to Male’
this time was fun too. We took a flight from
Ifuru Airport. The last time we came to Male’,
we had to travel by boat on a very stormy day

I want to give my daughter the best
healthcare, as I want for the rest of my
family. I want her to have access to medical
facilities whenever treatment is needed.

to an airport much much further away, and I

I don’t want her to experience what I had

think Mamma was more frightened than me.

to do before; having to leave my children
behind to go abroad for treatment.

After six years I am in Male’ again. I am so happy
to see that there are no loud crowds shouting at
the top of their voices all day. The shops are open,

I want her to be able to decide where in the

and people seem to be able to go wherever they

Maldives she wants to live, and still be able

want. And those bikes carrying huge smelly bags

family, wherever she chooses to reside.

women wearing uniforms carrying out garbage
bags from homes and loading them on to trucks.
My cousin Hassan says that the bad smell they
had at his school has disappeared too, and that
had something to with the garbage disposal.

"

to get a job in her field and a home for her

of garbage have disappeared. Now I see men and

After seeing the doctor Mamma said
she is going to take me to the Park.
I hope to have a fun time there.

Aisha's Mamma
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Progress Delivered
In 2013, the people spoke through the ballot

The country lacked the scale for economic and

box and showed their confidence in President

social development, there was no comprehensive

Yameen to solve the inherent structural economic

transport infrastructure and housing was an issue

issues and the seemingly unresolvable issues in

for most of us, for which no government was able

our social services. The people’s confidence in

to come up with a viable plan.

FISHERIES

+

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 35

MDP 5

EXPENSE

PPM 20,040,527,882
MDP 1,853,719,824

EDUCATION

+

PPM 210 MDP 77
EXPENSE

PPM 2,609,105,914
MDP 131,666,425

HARBOURS

MDP 1

EXPENSE

PPM 476,330,170
MDP 1,500,000

+

PPM 85

MDP 73

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 220 MDP 134
EXPENSE

PPM 16,105,003,271
MDP 255,080,953

EXPENSE

PPM 2,477,579,656
MDP 1,923,763,761

COASTAL PROTECTION
ROCK BOULDERS

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 26

MDP 7

EXPENSE

PPM 723,472,596
MDP 212,691,677

+

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 23

MDP 6

EXPENSE

PPM 159,040,393
MDP 33,844,117

SEWERAGE

+

+2

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 416 MDP 8
EXPENSE

PPM 3,733,284,644
MDP 39,123,148

+4

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 46

MDP 2

EXPENSE

PPM 2,409,896,928
MDP 195,618,453

LAND RECLAMATION

+

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 13

MDP 10

EXPENSE

PPM 1,815,568,553
MDP 731,149,552

PPM 84

MDP 20

EXPENSE

PPM 2,559,898,863
MDP 719,473,305

and expansion trying to keep up with the needs of

management.

the tourism industry.
Upon taking office, President Yameen embarked on
Our health sector was never able to provide the

a bold mission to change the structural economic

care that people need, we never saw a way to

issues that have afflicted the country for the past

avoid the trauma of travelling abroad, when care is

decades. With massive infrastructure development,

needed right here at home.

bold developments in the health sector, and with

Male’ and other cities have been rapidly congested

and mega projects in the tourism industry, the

with no place for children to play, and for families

country is currently experiencing a paradigm shift

and the elderly to relax, and governments have

in both economic and social fronts.

CLEAN WATER

+3

INVESTMENTS

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 67

MDP 2

EXPENSE

PPM 1,496,940,268
MDP 13,000,000

+

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 92

+0

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 1

MDP 0

EXPENSE

PPM 112,608,266
MDP 0

MOSQUES

+

MDP 25

EXPENSE

PPM 2,739,732,750
MDP 1,852,561,623

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 35

MDP 3

EXPENSE

PPM 22,991,888,220
MDP 96,606,334

+5

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 83

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 48

MDP 37

MDP 4

EXPENSE

PPM 2,278,241,267
MDP 5,318,158

EXPENSE

MDP 0

EXPENSE

PPM 1,005,952,474
MDP 0

BANKING

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 19

+0

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 24

MDP 0

EXPENSE

PPM 64,410,250
MDP 0

+0

+2

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 569 MDP 9
EXPENSE

PPM 3,704,280,653
MDP 2,842,164

WASTE MANAGEMENT

COASTAL PROTECTION

PPM 632,784,662
MDP 189,494,484

+0

+8

SPORTS

SOCIAL PROJECTS

TRANSPORT

ADMINISTRATIVE
NUMBER OF PROJECTS

it. There was no comprehensive plan for waste

AIRPORTS

ROADS

JETTIES & SEA WALLS

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

+

PPM 24

HEALTH

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

+

+5

RENEWABLE ENERGY

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

been seen to be helpless to do anything about

Airport has always been in need for development

significant achievements in the transport network

President Yameen has not been wrongly placed.

HOUSING

Our gateway to the world, Velana International

+1

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 199 MDP 1
EXPENSE

PPM 668,049,810
MDP 790,371

AGRICULTURE

+1

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 60

MDP 1

EXPENSE

PPM 67,276,435
MDP 462,600

COMMUNICATION

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 43

MDP 0

EXPENSE

PPM 90,250,000
MDP 0

+0

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

PPM 422 MDP 0
EXPENSE

PPM 629,647,336
MDP 0

Source: www.ravvehi.gov.mv

Progress
Shared
President Yameen’s vision is to bring about
transformational change to the economy and

175.1 bn

the lives of our people. Through expansion,

43.6 bn

Projected growth - key sectors

diversification of existing sectors and through
the introduction of new economic sectors
he would bring in a new era of economic
growth and prosperity to the Maldives.
The immense opportunities and avenues
created by the monumental redevelopment
of Velana International Airport (VIA), is of

20.2 bn

70.1 bn

12.1 bn

great importance to President’s Yameen’s

The President’s plan is to increase annual tourist
arrivals to five million and drive the economy on the

2017

2023

NOMINAL GDP (MVR)

2017

2023

FISHERIES
& AGRICULTURE

12.7 bn

10.9 bn
2017

8.8 bn

6.2 bn

4.8 bn

4.3 bn

economic agenda for the next five years.

18.8 bn

2023

CONSTRUCTION

2017

3.5 bn
2023

WHOLESALE
& RETAIL TRADE

2017

2023

TOURISM

2017

2023

TRANSPORT
& COMMUNICATION

2017

7.7 bn
2023

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

ensuing growth of trade, transport and construction
sectors. The strategic development of the southern
and northern zones as major tourism hubs will
be instrumental for the equitable distribution of
the fruits of development among all Maldivians.
Strong drivers of growth have also been
programmed into President Yameen’s development
plans for other major economic sectors. New
sectors that will be developed during the next five
years such as the information, communication and

663k

technology sector and the maritime sector will also

161.4k

Current and projected employment
Key sectors

contribute immensely to the expected growth.
The combined impact of the implementation
of President Yameen’s economic and social
programs in this manifesto, during the next

79.2k

five years will bring about a profound change

times from its current level. Along with it,
employment will also bloom by the same ratio.

32.8k

16.7k

in the way we live, work and play. The size of
our economy will progress to almost three

2017

EMPLOYMENT

76.5k

66.9k

250k

2023

2017

2023

FISHERIES
& AGRICULTURE

2017

54k

40k

24k
2023

CONSTRUCTION

2017

17.7k
2023

WHOLESALE
& RETAIL TRADE

2017

TOURISM

2023

2017

2023

TRANSPORT
& COMMUNICATION

1.8k 5.6k
2017

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

2023

GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

We will uphold democratic values
and will actively engage international
partners in promoting peace, security
and harmony in the global arena.

We will ensure that the Maldives remains as a

We will focus on transformational economic

100% Muslim country, uphold all Islamic Principles

development that will further empower the

and protect the country's independence,

youth and change the economic landscape

sovereignty and rich cultural heritage.

of the country thereby raising the quality
of life for all. We will implement bold

We recognize the value of the Maldivian identity
as One People, One Nation, One Race, One
Culture and One Creed and shall develop the

economic plans, broaden our narrow
economic base, create employment,
providng housing and healthcare for all.

Maldives on this identity, as a united people,
together for the betterment of the Maldives.

We understand the risks involved in being
a low lying country and will plan, develop

We will ensure that the Rule of Law is maintained
and guarantee that everyone is equal before the
law. We will modernize the Judiciary, legal systems
and offer a secure legal environment for investors.

and execute the developmental agenda
in accordance with environmentally
prudent and safe policies. We will
continue to play a leading role in the
international arena in global warming
and related environmental issues.
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Integrated urban
development zones

Infrastructure &
Urban Development

President Yameen’s PPM government will create
three integrated urban development zones.

GMZ

NDZ

SDZ

The Greater

The Northern Development Zone

The Southern Development

Male’ Zone.

(Haa Alifu and Haa Dhaalu Atolls

Zone (Gaafu Alif, Gaafu Dhaalu,

with Project Ihaven as its centre).

Gnaviyani and Addu city).

These three zones will form the
core development hubs of the future.
Each zone will have;

•

•

An international airport with a seaplane hub

•

A Financial Centre

•

A well-established tourism sector,

•

International schools and a

A Landmark Grand Mosque
& an Islamic Centre

multi-specialty hospital

with a minimum of 10,000 beds
•

Bridges and/or causeways that connect major

•

An International sports stadium and
a multipurpose convention centre

islands where there is an economic case
•

Paved roads in all major islands

•

Housing for all

•

An international seaport and marine

•

Clean water and sewerage
systems in all the islands

transport hub for the distribution
•

of sea cargo within the zone

•

A designated beach on each island

Industrial zones with incentives

•

Waste management centres

for new industries

•

Nature Parks

Livable cities offering
a high quality of life
President Yameen’s PPM government will
develop all atoll capitals as livable cities that

President Yameen’s vision for urban
development encompasses the broad
philosophies of national, economic
and social development.
Stemmed from fundamental pecuniary
aspects, President Yameen’s policies will
ensure the distribution of the benefits of
economic growth to all Maldivians through
a progressive model of development
that migrates from the traditional Male'
centric development model, to the
delivery of a productive, healthy, happy

life for every citizen, irrespective of their
geographical location, guaranteeing
inclusive national development for all.
While strengthening state-owned companies
in association with the private sector,
additional streamlined state-owned entities;
one focused on general infrastructure
development, and another on real estate
development, to bolster national capacity;
will be established in order to deliver the
President’s pledges at reduced costs.

offer a high quality of life. This is the next layer
of development, ensuring a city within a fifty
mile radius from any island in the Maldives.

Every
inhabited island
President Yameen’s PPM Government
will ensure the people living in every
island of the Maldives enjoy the essential
conveniences of modern living.
Each island will have:

Each city will have;
•

A domestic airport

•

A Bank

•

Paved roads

•

A designated beach

•

A minimum of 500

•

Waste management

•

A swimming area.

systems

•

A clean water and sewerage system.

A city Hall/

•

A Children’s Park

Community Centre

•

An Outdoor Gym

•

A Community Centre

housing units
•

A City Hospital

•

A Stadium

•

A Swimming Area

•

•

A domestic Airport within
a maximum travel time of 30 minutes.
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�

We will establish a Southern Seaport with an

international bunkering facility, in Addu city to act
as the marine gateway to the zone and to facilitate

Southern Development Zone
�

We will build an International Airport in

G.Dh. Kaadedhdhoo with a seaplane hub to

trade generated by the tourism sector.

�

We will establish a fish processing

plant in Addu city.

provide connections from the airport to the
resorts in the region, in the first two years.

�

We will provide social and mid-range

housing in all the major islands in the zone.
�

We will establish inter-atoll transportation

system in Huvadhoo Atoll.

�

We will build City Hotels and Retail Centres

in Addu, Fuamulah and Thinadhoo.

Promises

�

We will build an additional

International Airport in G.A. Vilingili.

�

We will establish Addu city as a

wellness tourism destination capitalizing

Greater Male'

�

We will transform Male’ as a highly

appealing urban centre by relocating

�

We will build a domestic airport

go-downs and dedicated government work
�

We will develop the Greater Male’ Region as

the main hub of national development. The

�

sites around Male’ and by the repositioning

�

of the Male’ Commercial Port to Thilafushi.

10,000 tourism beds in Huvadhoo Atoll

zone which consists of Male’, Hulhumale’,

We will expand tourism in the zone with

and additional beds in Addu city.

Vilimale’ and Villimale’ II, and Fushi Dhiggaru

�

Falhu will be developed as the integrated

Seaport at Thilafushi with expanded facilities, with

pivot that drives the country’s economy.

the capacity to manage future demand, including

on it's unique natural features.

in G.Dh. Faresmaathodaa.
We will develop Hithadhoo Hospital

as a Multispecialty Hospital.

�

We will connect Hithadhoo and Meedhoo by land.

We will develop the new Male’ International

a logistics park and ample warehousing.
�

on Phase II of Hulhumale’.

�

The Northern Development Zone

We will continue ongoing developments

We will design and develop Villimale’ II

�

We will develop high-end luxury housing

international seaport, a logistics hub and

and retail centres in Male’ boasting premium

�

brands and entertainment centers.

development project with an international

to cater for a population of 315,000 in the

We will develop Ihaven as an integrated

an industrial zone for the establishment
of new industries and businesses.

airport, international transshipment port,

islands of Thilafushi, Gulhifalhu and Villingili

�

We will expand tourism in the region with

connected with special economic zones.

and ensure a home for every citizen over

an international theme park with tourist

the age of 18 years, and to every citizen

facilities, an international cruise terminal in

�

who is going to turn 18 till the year 2030.

Hulhumale’, and by developing Hulhumale’

development of thousands of tourist beds.

We will establish tourism in Ihaven with the

�

We will build city Hotels in Kulhudhufushi.

�

We will develop Kulhudhufushi Hospital

as a Multispecialty Hospital.

Youth City as a surfing destination.
�

We will link the islands of Thilafushi, Gulhifalhu,

�

Villingili by bridges to the capital Male’, thereby

�

We will build an International Convention

connecting the international seaport and

Centre and an international multisport

logistics park to the international airport.

complex in Greater Male’.

We will develop an additional 3000 beds

in Haa Alifu and Haa Dhaalu Atolls.

�

We will develop Kulhudhufushi as the commercial

hub of the region with a domestic airport, an

�

We will establish a domestic

airport in H.A. Maafinolhu.

�

We will expand H.Dh. Hanimaadhoo Airport

to accomodate wide bodied aircrafts.
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Housing

Domestic Airports

restaurants, self-service banking
services, mosques, entertainment
We will develop townships in all

facilities, children’s parks and

We will build a minimum

We will build airports across

atoll capitals and other major

policing services among others.

of 500 housing units

the country to ensure that

in each of the atoll

an airport is accessible from

capitals of the country.

every inhabited island within

population centres, that will
offer comfortable family living

A township will offer the opportunity

through the provision of affordable

to develop community spirit

housing. Each township will have

and a sense of ownership and

a preschool, shops, cafés and

belonging to the community.

30 minutes by speedboat.
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Clean water &
sewerage services
President Yameen’s PPM government

�

has exceeded public expectation

burning of waste in Thilafushi

by far on delivering clean water and

with the integration of a proper

Waste
management

sewerage services in the atolls.
In 2013 there were 31 islands with sewerage

We will bring an end to the open

Renewable
energy

waste management system that

President Yameen’s PPM

contributes to power generation

government will strive

in the Greater Male' Region.

to reduce household

systems. President Yameen’s PPM government
has successfully completed sewerage systems

President Yameen’s PPM government has

�

in 26 islands, during the last 4 years.

taken several bold steps; to alleviate the

and provide vehicles for waste

problems faced in the daily removal of refuse

collection on all inhabited islands.

We will establish a refuse centre

expenditure on electricity

We will expand the ‘Magey

and promote environment

Solar” program by providing

friendly living.

financial and technical
assistance to individual

We will expand the green

households to ensure

initiatives undertaken by

that 30% of the energy

including beaches are free from

the government such as

requirement is sourced

other carbon polymers; in terms of waste

household and other waste through

'POISED' and 'ASPIRE'.

from renewable sources.

have been contracted for construction.

management in the Maldives' history.

sustainable waste management

In 2013 there were only six islands in

The state-owned Waste Management

which clean water was connected.

Corporation Limited (WAMCO) was

�

The PPM government has delivered

completely revamped to offer convenience

in seven regions of the country and

clean water connections in 30 islands

to households and to facilitate the future

complete the establishment of the

during the last five years and work on

development of environmentally friendly

national waste management system.

15 more are currently underway.

waste disposal and management systems.

By the end of the year, installation of

from households and islands as well as the

sewerage systems will be completed in

safe disposal of non-biodegradable waste

�

13 more islands. 27 more will be completed

such as scrap metal, rubber, plastics and

early next year and an additional 20 more

We will ensure island environments

protocols in all inhabited islands.

We will ensure that 50% of
�

�

We will complete the installation

�

We will dispose waste deposits

of sewerage and water systems

built up in islands over the past

in all the inhabited islands.

several decades and establish

We will create recycling centres

We will facilitate recycling of plastics,

daytime energy requirement

aluminum, paper and other such

is generated from renewable

We will reinstall electricity

materials by the private sector through

sources such as solar power,

grids in the islands and

the establishment of a recycling fund.

wind and waste energy.

modernize powerhouses

We will conduct research

to reduce greenhouse

on other sources such as

gas emissions and

tidal and wave energy.

sound pollution.

mechanisms to remove and transport

�

We will make a concentrated

waste from islands regularly.

effort to mitigate ocean waste.
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Coastal protection

Transport Services

We will build mechanisms

We will establish a national

We will establish a

We will provide modern bus

We will develop a comprehensive

We will create bicycle lanes

to protect the shorelines of

environment protection fund

well-protected designated

services between Male’ and

transport network with marine

on all islands, where possible.

every island experiencing

of MVR 5 million for beach

waterfront recreational

Hulhumale’, and bus services

transport links and bus services

serious problems of erosion

and island protection.

and swimming area

in Addu city, Fuamulah,

to complement the regional

We will also remove the

and supplement such

on every inhabited

G.Dh. Thinadhoo, L. Gan

airports infrastructure.

import duties on bicycles

beaches with sand refills.

island, for use by island

and L. Fonadhoo, H.Dh.

residents and visitors.

Kulhudhufushi and other

We will introduce vessels

for people to attain and

population centres.

with renewable energy.

use bicycles conveniently

and establish mechanisms

through the island councils.
We will also allocate a fund for
the private sector to utilize in the
changeover to renewable energy.
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Tourism
President Yameen’s PPM
government will utilize the
immense opportunities
and avenues created
by the monumental and
ambitious redevelopment

We will stimulate growth in

of Velana International

the northern most atolls of

Airport (VIA) and domestic

the Maldives by developing

airports, and revolutionize

an international airport in

the tourism sector through

Ihavandhippolhu and by

innovative initiatives,

establishing Ihavandhippolhu as

attractive incentives and

a tourism zone with thousands of

diversified products, while

tourism beds and a seaplane hub.

maintaining brand Maldives’
edge in the global market,
to achieve unprecedented
growth in tourist arrival
numbers and revenue.
We will develop a 3000-bed
capacity integrated tourism project
in Haa Alifu and Haa Dhaalu Atolls.

Promises

We will increase annual

We will develop high-end city

We will provide general

We will establish a participatory

hotels, retail and entertainment

infrastructure, maintain and

employment benefit scheme

We will develop an integrated

complexes in Male’ on the land

protect beaches on islands with

for those working in the

We will develop Faafu Atoll

tourism zone with an

divested by our proposed relocation

high potential for guesthouse

tourism industry that allows

as an integrated tourism

international theme park

of the Male’ Commercial Port.

tourism development.

participants to tap 100

hub for the global elite.

in the Male’ Region.

million annually towards

tourist arrivals to 5 million

housing finance, investment

within the next 5 years.

finance, hire purchase, etc.

We will inaugurate Maldives as an

We will develop an International

We will spread the benefits of

We will continue to develop a

We will develop Huvadhoo Atoll as

international surfing destination by

Cruise Terminal and yacht

tourism for all by developing

network of domestic airports

a major (10,000-bed capacity)

developing an artificial surf zone on the

marina in Hulhumale’ and

tourism enclaves for guest

that will connect the country

tourism zone served by an

eastern side of the Hulhumale’ Youth

develop facilities for visitors

house/city hotel tourism in

with the main international

international airport outfitted

City ensuring year-round surf and

in Male’, Hulhumale’, and

all major atoll capitals.

gateways, to ensure that benefits

with full seaplane facilities.

plentiful employment for local youth.

the Greater Male’ Region.

of tourism is shared by all.
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Maritime
Hub
History confirms the Maldives as a
crucial transit destination for seafarers,
travelers and traders. The archipelago
straddles main trade routes from Europe
and Africa to the Orient. Medieval traders
visited the islands for fresh water, wood,
cowrie shells, coir and food supplies.
President Yameen’s PPM government
will exploit the Maldives’ strategic
geographical location to make it an
international hub for maritime trade.

Promises

We will develop an integrated

We will create economically

We will institute the new

We will consolidate the role

We will revive the country’s

port facility on Thilafushi

viable land links between the

integrated port as an international

of Maldives as a maritime

shipping industry building

Island in the Greater

integrated port, Male’, and the

transshipment hub by developing

trade hub by complementing

on the acquisition of the

Male’ Industrial Zone.

International airport by building

subsidiary facilities such

the transshipment port in the

25,000 MT oil tanker

bridges from Thilafushi to

as logistics parks, bonded

Male’ Region, with another in

by the State Trading

Gulhifalhu to Villingili to Male’.

warehouse facilities and light

the north of the country within

Organization (S.T.O.).

manufacturing services.

the proposed Ihaven Project
and by the development of
oil bunkering, dry and wet
docking facilities in Addu city.
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Finance

We will expand consumer

We will establish a fund for

finance for the youth,

1000 loans for startups

such as hire purchase

for youth and women.

and finance leasing.

In order to maximize the
benefits of the economic
transformation that will be
brought about by President
Yameen's economic agenda,
the development of the
financial system is essential.
The International Finance
Centre planned to be
established will offer
financing solutions to large
scale private projects.

We will open a Bank of Maldives

We will provide credit to holders

branch in every island with a

of a Fisherman Card through

population of over 2500,

our fisheries scheme.

set-up ATMs in every island
with population over 1500 and
ensure the presence of a BML

The Banking Sector will be
expanded to avail financing
for housing, development
of SMEs, youth and
women entrepreneurs.

Agent in all the other islands.

We will reduce the burden

We will avail low cost financing

We will reduce the need to

of housing finance by:

for the production of fishing

mortgage houses and land

•

vessels and transport vessels

for loans by maintaining a

We will establish one-stop

We will create easier and less

for agricultural produce.

register of movable assets,

financial service centres in

costly access to payment

which can then be used

every inhabited island enabling

gateways and establish the legal

as collateral for loans.

account opening, cash withdrawal

frameworks to enable acceptance

and deposits to any bank in

and integration of global payment

the Maldives and insurance

platforms such as Paypal.

Reducing interest rates and the
equity element, to 5% and 15%
respectively for social housing.

Promises

•

Reducing interest rates and
the equity element, to 8.5%
and 15% respectively for

services from all insurance

mid-market housing.

agencies in the country.

We will enable the use of
We will convert the Housing

We will increase credit guarantee

Development Finance Corporation

schemes for SMEs and triple the

We will offer low interest based

We will ensure islamic banking

online payment systems

on credit worthiness of the

is available and accessible

that supports online money

on every inhabited island.

transfers, such as Paypal and

(HDFC) to incorporate the

We will establish an International

fund to guarantee loans for youth

borrower, rather than apply a

first Development Bank of the

Financial Centre the in Greater

and women entrepreneurs.

common interest rate for all.

Maldives by broadening its

Male’ region to offer attractive

(payment gateways etc.)

mandate to include development

incentives for banks and

more accessible to youth

and consumer finance.

financial institutions.

entrepreneurs and SMEs.

make e-commerce solutions
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Information &
Communications Technology
Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
one of the fastest growing areas in the world today,
augurs immense potential as a neoteric, dynamic
and viable economic sector that will contrive
employment and livelihood for the Maldives’ English
speaking, eloquent, tech savvy and derring-do youth.

Promises

We will avail incubators
for startups and office
space for locals as well as
international technology
firms at the multipurpose
Technology Park.

The planned socioeconomic developments and
ambitious ventures into new businesses paving
the way to expand existing industries will generate
significant demands for cutting edge ICT services.

We will establish a Technology
Park in Villimale’ II (Gulhifalhu),
comprised of physical
infrastructure designed for
training and such intended
for the development of

We will reduce internet

specialized ICT businesses.

costs by 30% by investing
in a government owned
submarine cable.

We will build a highly skilled

We will establish Smart

ICT workforce by introducing

Maldives, a single portal

comprehensive ranges of

to access information and

academic and vocational

services.

training regimens that cover
software and hardware

This platform will serve as

development, data management

a gateway to social welfare,

and security, networking and

make and receive payments,

ICT business development.

public services, healthcare
and medical services
and will revolutionize
education for all ages.
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Fishery

We will promote bait
fishery through incentivized

We will enhance and further

initiatives to farm Milkfish.

guarantee the respectability
of the fishing profession by

The fishery profession; the lifeblood of
the country for centuries; overtaken in
recent years by other business sectors,
is still among the main industries
that sustain Maldivian livelihood.

introducing the “Fisherman
Card”, that will ensure
priority for fishermen in
receiving public services,
discounts and preferential
service at private businesses

President Yameen’s PPM government
will invigorate the industry through
diversification initiatives, modernization
regimens and financial incentives to
stimulate revenue growth both at individual
and national levels in order to harness
more youth and boat owner engagement.

We will create new employment

that join the scheme.

and revenue-generating
opportunities within the
industry through the
introduction of fleets targeting
Diamondback Squid fishery.

We will define a minimum
price for Yellowfin Tuna, thus
ensuring maximum income

Promises

for Yellowfin Tuna fishermen.
We will execute comprehensive
aquaculture programs and
target specialized areas of
mariculture placing particular
emphases on establishment
of multispecies hatcheries,

We will establish fish

We will stimulate

value addition fishery and

We will add a new cannery

sectorial growth by:

mariculture, seaweed

in Felivaru and establish

cultivation, grouper farming and

a new fish canning
factory in Addu city.

purchasing/processing
centres in 8 regions of the

� Availing low cost finance

the production of other high

country and empower the

to build modern fishing vessels.

value marine species for export.

private sector to purchase
across the country, opening

� Introduce SME loan

up the skipjack market.

schemes for boat building.
� Reducing import tariffs
on marine engines.
� Modernizing onboard facilities of
the existing fleet with equipment
such as ice plants etc.
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Agriculture

Promises

Agriculture has traditionally been significant in Maldivian island
lifestyle as an avenue for supplementary income and an essential
source of sustenance. With the advent of this new era of
development, the time is ripe to transform the sector into a major
industry in order to pave the road to attain self-sufficiency.
President Yameen's PPM government will reverse current trends
and safeguard local producers from losing competitiveness
to pricey foreign inferior products, through the countrywide
introduction of modern climate smart farming technology
and intensive logistical support for farmers.

We will attain self-sufficiency
in five selected crops.

We will guarantee land
for farming. By:

We will establish aggregation
centres that will assist
farmers to market their

1.

Allocating plots of land

produce to enable

on uninhabited islands to be

greater access to local

exclusively used by small-time

and resort markets.

farmers.
2.

Allocating islands to be used

for farming exclusively, by larger
scale commercial farmers.
3.

Allocating islands for

We will introduce climate

combined agriculture and

We will provide low cost

smart farming methods such

tourism development.

financing for the manufacture

as protected cultivation,

of custom designed transport

vertical and container

vessels essential to shift

farming, drip irrigation and

fresh agricultural produce to

fertigation technologies.

resorts and other markets.

We will establish five Agronomy

We will accommodate technical

Research Centres across

and business development

the country to develop

support along with low cost

innovative climate smart

financing for the farming of crops

farming techniques best suited

as well as livestock and for the

for local environments and

value addition of local products.

provide training and guidance
to regional producers.
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We will establish a National

We will implement phase II

We will establish sports

Medical Diagnostic Network

of Dharumavantha Hospital

physiotherapy centres in

that connects all regional

to deliver an 850 bed

all regional hospitals.

hospitals electronically to the

multidisciplinary medical facility,

National Diagnostic Centre

boasting specialty clinics from

at Dharumavantha Hospital.

renowned global healthcare
providers, with satellite
centres in Addu City Hithadhoo
and H.Dh. Kulhudhuffushi.

Health

Promises

President Yameen’s visionary foresight,

We will link all healthcare

We will restructure the

We will provide free test

meticulous planning and determined policy

centres via a telemedicine

Aasandha scheme to

and monitoring kits to

implementation has seen the Maldives

network, within the Smart

enable greater access

all hypertensive and

Maldives initiative.

to healthcare for all.

diabetic patients.

establish a Medical College, a National

We will establish the first

Uro-renal and Fertility Centre, a National

organ transplant centre.

Cardiac Centre and the introduction of
treatments in Haematology, Neurology,
Cardiology, Fertility and Reproductive
Medicine, Nephrology, and several other
specialist disciplines in addition to the
ambitious Dharaumavantha Hospital
project, within his first term in office.

We will establish a specialized

We will introduce paramedics

We will increase the

We will raise the standards

national maternity and child

units, to offer timely

number of doctors in the

President Yameen’s PPM government will

of service in all regional

care hospital in the Greater

emergency medical care

country by establishing an

mould a modern health care system that is

hospitals to establish them as

Male’ Region to offer specialized

to critical patients in urban

internationally accredited

accessible to all and establish Maldives as

multispecialty hospitals and

fertility treatment, family

centres, prior to the arrival of

medical university to

the leader in regional healthcare services.

provide the highest quality of

planning counseling, specialized

a four-wheeled ambulance.

offer world-class training

healthcare across the country.

neo-natal and foetal diagnostic
services and treatments.

to local students.
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Education
Modernization of the education sector
in Maldives under President Yameen's
PPM government has seen the digitization
of education through which, quality
education is delivered to all.
President Yameen’s PPM government,
under the "no child left behind" policy, will
focus not only on achieving grades at exams
but to provide a well-rounded education
to all, with a curriculum designed to suit
future careers, meet the needs of future
industries and the needs of employers.

We will include digital literacy
and good digital citizenship as
part of the national curriculum to
build a tech savvy, responsible
generation for the future and
ensure the protection of children
from harmful practices and
exploitation online, retaining

This administration will use modern
technology in education to meet the
challenges of present-day and the future,
deliver education based on children’s
innate skills and aptitudes and build a
diversified workforce to deliver economic
growth that will bring prosperity to all.

Promises

their privacy and integrity.

We will introduce a highly
focused science, technology,
engineering and mathematics
(STEM) education curriculum
to build a future ready
generation that will
contribute to the vision of
national development.

We will double the number

We will create a revolving

of scholarships offered

fund to offer student loans

by the government.

to study abroad without the
need to mortgage property.

We will offer scholarships

We will train the next

annually for non-academic

generation of app developers

youth to train in vocation

and coders through highly

and technical fields.

focused IT content in the
national curriculum.
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We will invest MVR 100 million
towards the development

We will enhance STEM education

We will create a mechanism

of an education resource

with discovery centres and

that will bring industry and

network targeted towards the

science parks accessible to all

education providers together

development of interactive

students across the country.

to offer education and

content that would complement

guarantee employment for those

the digitization initiative, 'BeYond',

trained. The 'HiRed' program

opening new job opportunities for

ensures that those who join

the youth in the field of creative

the higher education program

areas such as arts and design

are assured of being hired at

and software development.

the end of their training.
We will invest in developing
high-end learning resources
for mobile tablets, provided
to all students under 'BeYond',
including e-books, augmented
reality and VR, to help improve
quality of learning and teaching.

We will close the gap in provision
of education across the country by

We will introduce a Student

investing in learning management

Card under which the student

systems capable of connecting all

will be entitled for discounts

schools, teachers and students

on all domestic air travel

across the country offering equal

and public transport.

opportunity to share resources
on the same platform.
We will make teaching among the
most highly valued professions in
the country, by the provision of
high-level training for teachers
to raise their standards to

We will offer FREE tuition across
the country, through the use
of modern technology, that
includes big data analysis,
artificial intelligence that monitors
the performance of individual
students, and adaptive analytics
that offer each individual student
a customized program of study
based on the child’s weaknesses,
aptitudes and learning styles.

meet the needs of the modern

We will waive administrative

curriculum and the use of

fees currently charged for

modern technology in teaching.

student loan schemes.
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Social Protection

President Yameen’s PPM government launched
several targeted social protection programs to
alleviate adversities that afflicted communities
due to the lack of frameworks to cater for
those that require state assistance.
President Yameen’s PPM government will strive
to reduce poverty, vulnerability and inequality
through tailored initiatives to provide a constructive
income for the poor, protect the vulnerable
against livelihood risks and enhance the social
status and rights of the marginalized.

Promises

We will ensure financial protection

We will provide financial

We will encourage the

to persons with disabilities, by

assistance towards school-

vulnerable and the poor

providing up to MVR 5000 per

based nutrition provision for pre

to seek employment by

individual per month, based on

and primary school age groups

subsidizing child daycare and

a case-by-case assessment

through the ‘Muduvah’ program

incentivize the establishment of

against a published guideline

that avails financial assistance

such facilities in urban centres.

on classification of eligibility.

to institutions that participate.

We will introduce the micro

We will offer tax rebates through

We will provide financial

We will incentivize the use of special

We will provide discounts to

financing program ‘Gaabil’ for

the “Ijthimaaee zimmaadhaareh”

support for divorced women

vehicles that can accommodate 3

people over the age of 65

persons with disabilities that will

program for companies that hire

with young children until

to 5 wheelchair bound passengers

for domestic air travel.

incentivize self-employment and

beneficiaries of social welfare.

they are able to support

and their wheelchairs by taxi service

themselves and their children.

providers at the same rate as taxi

financial empowerment through
sanctioned micro credit facilities
and start-up financing services.

services for the general public.
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Youth

Youth Development

Recreation & Leisure

Competitive Sport

Hulhumale’ the City of Youth, declared

President Yameen’s PPM government

President Yameen’s PPM government’s initiative

by President Yameen’s PPM government,

catered for all sports enthusiasts with the

to pay salaries to all National Team players

doubtlessly signifies the importance

unprecedented and outstanding establishment

as well as the introduction of substantial

the administration bestows upon

of 24 fully equipped Youth Centres, 83 Volleyball

financial bonuses for international medalists

the country’s vibrant youth for the

courts, 93 Bashi courts, 44 Netball courts

has garnered a new drive among professional

betterment of the Maldives’ future.

and 11 Basketball courts in the atolls.

sportsmen and sportswomen to excel in

Incentivized loan schemes for youth

Soccer being the most popular sport among

including 10 gold medals; at international

startups; such as the GetSet program; as

Maldivians, President Yameen’s PPM government

events, during the last four years.

well as numerous scholarship and affordable

enabled aficionados with 49 full-sized Football

housing prospects opened numerous goal

grounds and 86 futsal pitches in the atolls, while

The administration also delivered the country’s

oriented life opportunities for the youth,

works on a further 94 futsal pitches are underway.

first-ever synthetic athletics track in the Youth

their disciplines, resulting in 36 medals;

during President Yameen’s first term.

City. The National Swimming Association will
receive the first-ever dedicated freshwater
practice pool in the very near future.
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Promises

Youth Development

We will ensure a home for

We will create a revolving

We will offer short-term vocational

We will increase credit guarantee

We will reduce internet

every citizen over the age of 18

fund to offer student loans

and technical training through the

schemes for SMEs and triple the

costs by 30% by investing

years, and to every citizen who

to study abroad without the

HiRed program free of charge, to

fund to guarantee loans for youth

in a government owned

turns 18 till the year 2030.

need to mortgage property.

youth of all educational standards.

and women entrepreneurs

submarine cable.

We will create a mechanism

We will establish a Technology

We will encourage young

We will create easier and less costly

We will double the number

that will bring industry and

Park in Villimale’ II (Gulhifalhu),

parents to seek employment by

access to payment gateways and

of scholarships offered

education providers together to

comprised of physical

subsidizing child daycare and

establish the legal frameworks to enable

by the government.

offer education and guarantee

infrastructure designed for

incentivize the establishment of

acceptance and integration of global

employment for those trained.

training and such intended

such facilities in urban centres.

payment platforms such as Paypal.

for the development of
The "HiRed" program ensures

specialized ICT businesses.

that those who join the
higher education program
are assured of being hired at
the end of their training.

We will offer scholarships

We will avail incubators for

We will build a highly skilled

We will introduce specialized

annually for non-academic

startups and office space for

ICT workforce by introducing

consumer finance products

youth to train in vocation

local as well as international

comprehensive ranges of

such as hire purchase and

and technical fields.

technology firms at the

academic and vocational

finance leasing for the youth.

multipurpose Technology Park.

training regimens that cover
software and hardware
development, data management
and security, networking and
ICT business development.
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Promises

Promises

Recreation and Leisure

Competitive Sport

We will continue to build

We will develop the required

We will establish a specialist clinic

recreational sporting

infrastructure and training

for treatment of sports injuries

infrastructure in the atolls.

facilities required by National

at Dharumavantha Hospital.

Sports Associations.

We will establish Artists’ Hubs
where artists can practice
and sell their work. These

We will establish a National

We will establish sports

Artists’ Hubs will be located in

Football Training Academy at

physiotherapy centres in

key tourist areas and will be

the Hulhumale’ Youth City and

all regional hospitals.

promoted as tourist attractions.

implement an intensive footballtraining program in the atolls

Artists in various fields including

to develop a new generation

art, music, writing, handicrafts

of talented footballers.

etc. can practice their skills,
offer training and sell their
products at these Hubs.

We will inaugurate Maldives as an
international surfing destination
by developing an artificial surf
We will establish a fund of MVR

zone on the eastern side of the

300 million to assist the work

Hulhumale’ Youth City ensuring

of nonprofit organizations and

year-round surf and plentiful

youth who work to protect

employment for local youth.

the environment and the rich
biodiversity of the Maldives.

www.progressshared.com

